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O. Introduction 

Comprehension Difficulties 
with the 

Boas-Hunt kWak~ala Texts 

Peter Wilson 

During work on kWak~ala, I often re-elicited material 
published earlier. The works I surveyed included material 
by Boas and Hunt and other early researchers and 
missionaries. 1 Among these early written recordings of 
kWak~ala, only the works by Boas and Hunt present a 
consistent and accurate orthography and transcription of the 
language. 2 

Although much of Boas and Hunt's grammar and dictionary 
publications were able to be re-elicited, much of the 
textual work was not understood very well. This was 
puzzling; especially since the dictionary and grammar 
information came from the texts. 

In 1985 I had the opportunity to work with James Henderson. 
We spent much of our time talking about the days when he was 
a boy and about the people that he had known. I took this 
opportunity to read to him some of the stories recorded by 
Boas and Hunt. I focused on the texts from "Kwakiutl Tales 
- New Series," (Boas 1935, 1943) "The Religion of the 
Kwakiutl Indians," (Boas 1930a, 1930b) and "Kwakiutl Texts -
Second Series" (Boas and Hunt 1906). My goal was to attempt 
to re-elicit the textual material by having Mr. Henderson 
listen to the stories in kWak~ala while providing him with 
the opportunity to comment, translate, and repeat samples of 
the material. 

James Henderson had no difficulty understanding stories from 
"Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" (Boas 1935, 1943). On the 
other hand, he had some difficulty understanding stories 
from "The Religion of the Kwakiutl" (Boas 1930a, 1930b) and 
"Kwakiutl Texts - Second Series" (Boas and Hunt 1906). 

1 These included: Boas (1930a, 1930b, 1935, 1943, 1947, 
1948), Boas and Hunt (1906), Hall (1882a, l882b), Scouler 
(1841), Hale (1846), Schoolcraft (1853), Gibbs (1877), 
Tolmie and Dawson (1884), Dawson (1887), and various Bible 
and Hymn translations (e.g. Hall 1897, 1899). 

2 See Wilson 1982 for a detailed review of these works. 
2 
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In this study, I set out to discover what differences exist 
between the three series of texts. I expected that 
comprehension would be affected by one or both of 
differences in language and differences in background 
knowledge. This hypothesis is based on suggestions made in 
Wilson (1982) and Berman (1991). 

The results of this study demonstrate two points. First, 
all three series of stories are generally accurate ~n 
transcription, lexical items, morphology, and syntax. Among 
the three, "Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" (Boas 1935, 1943) 
is more accurate than the other two. This is consistent 
with the findings in Wilson (1982). Second, "Kwakiutl Tales 
- New Series" (Boas 1935, 1943) contains stories, 
characters, events, and places that were familiar to Mr. 
Henderson. The earlier two series of stories, on the other 
hand, present words, themes, stories, and background 
information with which Mr. Henderson was not as familiar 
(Boas 1906, 1930a, 1930b). 

The differences between the later series (Boas 1935, 1943) 
and the earlier two series (Boas 1906, 1930a, 1930b) are 
probably not significant enough to account for the lower 
level of comprehension from the earlier works alone. 
Perhaps, as suggested in Berman (1991), differences in 
background knowledge may contribute to overall 
comprehension. 
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1.0 Background 

The material discussed in this paper comes from two 
different periods in Boas' work (from Wilson 1982). 
"Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" comes from the post 1940 
"phonemic" period. The English translation was published in 
1935 (Boas 1935) and the kWak~ala version was published in 
1943 Boas (1943). The other two works, "Kwakiutl Texts -
Second Series" Boas and Hunt (1906) and "The Religion of the 
Kwakiutl Indians" (Boas (1930a, 1930b) come from Boas' 
"middle" period. This middle period was "pre-phonemic" but 
generally accurate.3 

1.1 Kwakiutl Tales - New Series 

I chose "Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" (Boas 1935, 1943) for 
two reasons. First, it contains stories written by Hunt 
which were originally told by story tellers with whom Mr. 
Henderson was familiar. Second, my earlier research had 
shown that this text collection presented a consistent and 
accurate transcription of kWak~ala (Wilson 1982). In 
addition, I anticipated that Mr. Henderson would be able to 
understand the texts because several stories were told by 
speakers familiar to Mr. Henderson. 

"Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" was published in two volumes: 
English translation (Boas 1935) and Kwakiutl (Boas 1943). 
Appendix 1 presents a comparison between the Boas (1935, 
1943) orthography and my own. 

1.2 The Religion of the Kwakiutl and Kwakiutl Texts -
Second Series 

choose "The Religion of the Kwakiutl" (Boas 1930a, 1930b) 
because it presented a description of events rather than 
specific tales I texts recorded from other speakers. 
Generally, this volume is a collection of informative 
stories written by George Hunt (see Berman 1991 for a 
discussion of the method of data collection and recording 
employed by Boas and Hunt). 

"The Religion of the Kwakiutl" was published in two volumes: 
Kwakiutl (1930a) and English translations (1930b). Appendix 

3 The.term "phonemic" is used to describe Boas' later 
transcription. In later works, Boas began a process of 
eliminating symbols that are predictable. For example, he 
dispensed with I~/, a variant of lEI in the environment of 
palato-velars. The pre-phonemic period from 1900-1940 was 
generally accurate but contained a large number of symbols 
that are predictable variants. 



2.0 Kwakiutl Tales - New Series 

As mentioned above, James Henderson appeared to have no 
difficulty understanding the kwak .... ala in "Kwakiutl Tales -
New Series" (Boas 1935, 1943). During our sessions he made 
comments on the transcription, word formation, syntax, 
translations, and proper names. The most difficult aspect 
of the tales were with the mythical names in the stories. 
Occasionally, we had to consult the translation. 

2.1. Similarities 

The language in "Kwakiutl Tales: New Series" (Boas 1935, 
1943) is accurate and not much different from the language 
of James Henderson. The lexical items, transcription, 
morphology, syntax, and dialect were re-elicited without 
difficulty. Examples are presented below: 

Word Formation - Morphology 

n'tE I e'xf..,aq 
K.T. B.H.211.69 
to look behind 

Morphology 

g·ax~asa.qos 

K.T. B.H.21l.79 
those you have come with 

Lexical 

tSE'lxwe 
K.T. B.H.2l2.99 
wild crabapples 

tlE ..... lsa 
K.T. B.H.213.139 
cranberries 

Place Names 

","'wI' -l-ba.II .. 
K.T. B.H.210.36 
Wells Point in the mouth of Wells Pass 

yn'Lle 
K.T. B.H.210.38 
Rand Island 

I Eqwa' E1na. 
KT B.H. 59.8 
village name (B.H. tribe) 

6 

..... IIlVw.. 
JH 05/03/85 

galt 7 asaqua 
JH 05/03/85 

c .. l ... 
JH 05/04/85 

-£ .. 1 .. 
JH 05/04/85 

?aw l-l-ba. I Is 
JH 05/01/85 

~l 
JH 05/01/85 

I-r-.. ' .... 
JH 04/30/85 
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2 presents a comparison of the orthography used in Boas 
(1930a, 1930b) and my own. 

Finally, I choose "Kwakiutl Texts - Second Series" (Boas 
1906) because it is similar to "Kwakiutl Tales - New 
Series," (BoaS 1935, 1943) only earlier in publication. 
This series, like the later series, is a collection of 
legends which George Hunt collected. As noted in Berman 
(1991), Hunt listened to the stories and then later wrote 
them down. Again, I read stories from the tribes with which 
James Henderson was familiar. Unfortunately, the names of 
the story tellers are not listed in this publication. 

"Kwakiutl Text - Second Series" was one in a number of 
pUblications for the Jesup North Pacific Expedition. Both 
English translation and Kwakiutl are presented on each page 
in two columns. Appendix 2 presents the comparison between 
the orthography used in Boas (1906) and my own. 

1.3 General Comments 

In order to elicit the information, I read the stories in 
kwak .... al ... to Mr. Henderson. I stopped after each sentence 
(or major idea) and we discussed the section. I took notes 
during our discussions. When passages were difficult we 
consulted the English translation of the text. 

During our collaboration, Mr. Henderson not only provided 
insights into the texts but also anecdotes about the story 
tellers and the times. Generally speaking, he was able to 
comprehend many of the stories, recognize words, and suggest 
corrections to the transcriptions. 

1.4 Notes on the Examples 

In the examples presented below, the Boas material is 
presented in his orthography and Mr. Henderson's work is 
presented in my own. Since Mr. Henderson's comments were 
not always phrased in the same sentence as the original, the 
inflectional morphology is not always the same as the 
original. Abbreviations used in the examples are listed 
below: 

K.T. 
R.K. 
K.Txt.2 
K.D. 

Kwakiutl Tales - New Series (Boas 1935, 1943) 
The Religion of the Kwakiutl (Boas 1930a,1930b) 
Kwakiutl Texts - Second Series (Boas 1906) 
Kwakiutl Dictionary (BOaS 1948) 

Page and line numbers are listed 2.2, i.e. page 2, line 2. 
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Names of People 

wii'xo&na'kwalas 
KT B.H. 59.10 
name 

Xlii'k' 1 lXClli/wa .... 
K.T. B.H.209.5 

walloOakwefas 
JH 04/30/85 

?elaklla~a 
JH 05/01/85 

name, J.H. had an aunt with the same name. 

2.3 Differences 

The discrepancies between Boas' text and James Henderson 
review include differences in transcription, morphology, 
syntax, and translation. 

Transcription Differences: 

e expect i 

hiii""lnEna"'a. 
KT B.H. 59 
all the time 

Add final 7 

qlii"e' 
KT B.H. 
news 

59 

hemena+a 
JH 04/30/85 

q .... 17 
JH 04/30/85 

Translation Differences: Lexical Choice 

James Henderson noted that the English translations did not 
always match the kWakw .. l ... In'the example below, he 
preferred a different lexical item than the one used in the 
story. 

fie' e:.vEnax· lA' ~ iKe 
K.T. B.H. 113.22 
Boas: little girls 

& ... 3 I da§ ............. 11l'"' 
JH 05/01/85 
J.H. little girls 

J.H. suggested "little girls" (from Boas' English 
translation) was best translated into kWakwala with the 
word based on .3a~ .... "girl" not with the word based on 
it........ The word it ....... is translated as "infant girl" (see 
1948, page 313), and is also used as a familiar address name 
for a young girl (J.H.). 
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Translation Differences: Word Formation 

In some examples, the word used in the story contained root
suffix combinations that Mr. Henderson translated 
differently. In the following example, the English version 
of the story describes "a mat in front of" some people. Mr. 
Henderson, on the other hand, interpreted the kWakwala as 
"to have a mat over the head." 

LEpdza'~oll"e&. 
K.T. B.H.212.107 
to have a mat in front 
to have mat over (J.H. translation) 

Syntactic Differences 

Jiligp .... ll .. 
JH 05/04/85 
to have a mat on 
floor in house 

Occasionally, James Henderson suggested alternative sentence 
structure. In the following example, he preferred a non
"passive" non-quotative alternate to the original. 

qlwE&la''''&ltso&lXe dze'goaySs 
K.T. B.H. 113.13 
Their digging sticks were hidden. 

qwsla .... lls dZlgayos 
JH 05/01/85 

J.H. prefers this sentence to the Boas text which uses 
the - .... 7 ("passive") and -f",71 (quotative) suffixes. 

Lexical Difficulties 

Some words in the stories were not recognized by Mr. 
Henderson. An example is presented below: 

k·!E'lkwa"'ma'I .. "es k·IElii'ku I< .. lkwwlwslalHs I< .. lakw 
K.T. B.H. 113.19 JH 05/01/85 
They quarrelled about their digging sticks. J.H. was not 
sure about the meaning of the word I< .. lakw . 

3.0. Data: The Religion of the Kwakiutl 

James Henderson had difficulty comprehending some of the 
information in "The Religion of the Kwakiutl." His 
translation of the kWakwala was sometimes different from the 
texts and indicated a difference in comprehension. Again, 
the most difficult aspect of the stories was with the 
mythical names and places in the stories. We needed to 
consult the translation far more frequently than with 
"Kwakiutl Tales - New Series" in order to decipher words and 
the general understanding of the story. 
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3.1. Similarities 

The language in "The Religion of the Kwakiutl" is generally 
accurate and not much different from the language of James 
Henderson. Individual lexical items, transcription, 
morphology, and syntax patterns, were re-elicited without 
much difficulty. Examples are presented below: 

Morphology 

t.e' t,.E xwa."a. 
R.K. B.H.61.33 

}\IM')lW .. + .. 
JH 08/24/85 

standing up, place of standing 

Morphology (reduplication) 

e$:' sa 
R.K. B.H.62.19 
your fathers 

Morphology (transitive) 

~slo'~sIE+"mdLEsg'ada 
R.K. B.H.67.14 
to put black on your face 

Place Names 

aLa' £. 1 enoxwe 
R.K. B.H.64.13 
people from behind 

Names of People 

?li'osl 
JH 08/24/85 

C!uc!,,+u.d 
JH 09/03/85 

(C!u+a "black" + -d "transitive") 

7 aft.. r I nu)lW 
JH 08/29/85 

no' ng . aKi;.S£ye Ta..lnge1lit.ew' 
R.K. B.H.63.3 JH 08/29/85 
Name: head wolf in story, from nuy ..... "knowledge" 

Names of Dances 

hKma'sEla-i" 
R.K. B.H.64.9 
hama3a dance 

ha:'n.asela+ 
JH 08/29/85 
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3.2. Differences 

The discrepancies between Boas' text and James Henderson's 
review include differences in language and background 
knowledge. Although the language presented in this series 
of texts is slightly more different from Mr. Henderson's 
kWak~ala than Boas (1935, 1943), it is, nonetheless, very 
similar. 

Transcription (~should be m) 

~,,' lmaqE lakwa 
R.K. B.H.68.23 
to weave, to twist 

Transcription (q should be qW) 

qew;;'lax 
R.K. B.H. 69.8 

... ela 
JH 09/06/85 

ql+ol .. ~ > > > qWl+ol .. ~ 
JH 09/13/85 

The book contains ql+ola~ 
be qWl+ol .. ~ "to untie" 

"to listen to water" but it should 

Lexical 

t.SE .... o' t I EdEX 

R.K. B.H.64.4 
J.H. did not recognize this word. 
K.D. as "to be silent. quiet" p. 

Morphology (Reduplication) 

nau.' a lakwasa 
R.K. B.H 62.31 

cemuiede~ (not sure) 
JH 08/29/85 

Boas lists tse~o~' in 
198. 

na.?a'nWalakW 

JH 08/27/85 
plural of nawalekW "supernatural power" 

Background Knowledge 

An example of the difference in background knowledge between 
the text and Mr. Henderson is with a dance ritual known in 
kWak~al .. as /~HI"edz .. /. Boas translates /~l~edza/ as "a 
member of the Sparrow Society." Mr. Henderson translates 
this as "the false part of the ritual where people used 
different names." This difference made comprehending the 
story difficult: the text used the word to describe a 
person whereas Mr. Henderson translated the word as the name 
of the ritual. 

~we'vwesEma£ya ftWl§WlsamBYa 
R.K. B.H.62.25 JH 08/27/85 
Boas translates this word as a proper name "Head Sparrows." 
J.H. translates this word as the false name part of the 
ritual. 

9 W 
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~w~wEdza §Wl§Wedza 
K.D. F.B.326 JH 06/27/65 
Boas translates this word as a member of the Sparrow 
Society. J.H. translates this word as the false part of 
the ritual where people used different names. 

In addition, Mr. Henderson was not able to confirm that 
/§Wl§Wedz,,/ referred to sparrows. He was aware of the 
ritual and provided several /§Wl§Wedz .. / names in his family. 
Perhaps the form of the ritual described by George Hunt was 
different from the ritual described by James Henderson. 

4.0. Kwakiutl Texts - New Series 

The language used in Kwakiutl Texts - New Series is again 
generally accurate and not much different from the language 
of James Henderson. Individual lexical items, 
transcription, morphology, and syntax patterns, were re
elicited without much difficulty. Examples are presented 
below: 

4.1. Similarities 

Transcription 

k' 10'+,. 
K.Txt.2 9.29 
Boas: Island in front of Denman. 
end of Denman Island 

ao'wns 
K.Txt.2 10.6 
someone beyond ordinary 

Morphology 

nli'xEwusta 
K.Txt.2 18.2 
straight up river 

Morphology (Reduplication) 

(a:' lalEaCw.ases 
K.Txt.2 12.40 
small basket 

Lexical 

IWH 
JH 05/17/65 

J.H. Tree Island off top 

i'a 7ums 
JH 05/16/65 

ng~asta 

JH OS/23/85 

lalall"", 
JH 05/18/65 

gu'ldE..... gW",ld"", 
K.Txt.2 13.34 JH 05/18/85 
J.H. woodpecker (red breasted) "makes fire" 

II 
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diO"'da ...... lii 
K.Txt.215.11 
possessions 

4.2 Differences 

dlcLuloal .. 
JH OS/22/85 

There were a number of differences in transcription between 
James Henderson and Boas and Hunt (1906). This series of 
texts is the least similar of the three. The greatest 
differences, however, came in the understanding of the 
cultural background behind the information. 

Transcription (addition of we) 

ex· q8' IM/GMiiE. 
K.Txt.2 3.2 
best looking (nuyam name) 

Transcription (~y should be y) 

~y'i' 1.<:WU+t.1 a. 
K.Txt.2 9.41 
dead animal over shoulder 

Background Knowledge 

71 ....... qola§ ..... 1 
JH 05/14/85 

y .. lxW .... t.ol .. 
JH 05/17/85 

The main differences in background knowledge occurred with 
proper names, regalia, and rituals. For example, the text 
uses proper names that Mr. Henderson felt were not correct. 

Lla'~ .. sii /~e§asl/ should be ») 

K.Txt.2 15.1 
name: Black Bear Woman. 

nE'~"sii /n~asl/ should be ») 

K.Txt.2 15.1 
name: Grisly Bear Woman. 

~...,calls ..... 
JH OS/22/85 

nln8'f"l§Qs 
JH OS/22/85 

It is interesting to note that at one point in the story the 
text uses the correct form of the word according to Mr. 
Henderson: 

ne'nET#ase 
K.Txt.2 19.17 
name: Grisly Bear Woman. J.H. 
for the proper name. 

12 

nlnen§es: 
JH OS/22/85 

This is the correct form 
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In another story, the main character puts on a mask to hide 
his face. The English translation of the text translates 
the mask as "old man" mask. The kWak'Wal a version, on the 
other hand, uses two different words to represent this mask. 
Mr. Henderson translates one of the two mask words 
differently: 

q!u'li&yakum+e 
K.Txt.2 3.18 

qw .. 1 a§ ....... 
JH 05/14/85 

Boas: old man mask. J.H. life mask. 

no'maslO:-+e 
K.Txt.2 5.36 
Boas: old man mask. J.H. old man mask. 

In the first example, the text uses the word /qwal~w""",/. 
This word is based on /qw .. l~w/ "old man" from /qw .. la/ 
"alive." Mr. Henderson interpreted the kWak'Wal a as 
/qw .. la§ ....... / from /qwela/ "alive" and /-§ ....... / "mask." 
Perhaps Mr. Henderson had never heard of a /qw .. l~w""",/ and 
therefore substituted a mask that he knew: /qw .. la§ ....... /. In 
the text version, therefore, we have one mask represented by 
two different words. in Mr. Henderson's translation, 
however, we have two different masks being worn at different 
times in the story. 

5.0. Dialect 

Some of the material Hunt collected from other kWak'Wal a 
speakers (Boas 1906, 1935, 1943) preserves dialect 
differences. This is especially noteworthy because, as 
discussed in Berman (1991), Hunt listened to the stories and 
then later wrote them down from memory. 

Two of the stories in Boas (1906) present examples of 
dialect preservation. These stories were collected from 
speakers from the Campbell River area who speak a dialect 
known as /llqwala/ or 111~dzaqwala/. Hunt used terms from 
this dialect in presenting the texts. James Henderson 
recognized these dialect differences and was able to 
indicate the origin of the words. For example: 

~e' t I Ext-aS 

K. Txt. 2 4 . 10 
canoe. J.H. pointed out that 
"canoe" in Ilqwala as opposed 

.... l£ .. lfM 
JH 05/14/85 

.... l£ .. lfM is the word for 
to .... ak'Wena in kWak'Wal a . 

ma' mal Erna. mama 1 ana 
K.Txt.2 16.33 JH OS/22/85 
swimming. J.H. notes that this is a llqwala word and is not 
used in kWak'Wal a . 

13 
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The fact that Hunt has preserved dialect differences may 
account for some of the comprehension difficulties. For 
example, the use of /qwal~w""",/ and /rAJJMas ....... / for "old 
man mask" in Boas (1906) may in fact be evidence of a 
difference in dialect and not a difference in regalia 
terminology. 

Unfortunately, until I have the opportunity to examine the 
kind and amount of dialect preservation in the Boas / Hunt 
materials, it remains unclear whether the differences are 
dialect or cultural knowledge based. In addition, I have 
not had an opportunity to evaluate whether Hunt retained 
pronunciation, morphological, and syntactic dialect traits. 

6.0. Discussion 

In summary, the three works present examples of kWak'Wal a 
that do not greatly differ from the kWak'Wal a spoken by Mr. 
Henderson. The latest work (Boas 1935, 1943) is the most 
similar, the first work (Boas 1906) is the least similar. 
These differences probably do not alone contribute to the 
comprehension difficulties encountered by Mr. Henderson with 
the two earlier series (Boas 1906, 1930a, 1930b). 

As can be noted above, the main difficulties to 
comprehension were unknown words, proper nouns, and 
different understanding of words and sentences. Many of 
these differences in understanding are perhaps due to a 
difference in background knowledge. The earlier works 
present a higher incidence of unknown information than the 
later work. 

In conclusion, differences in both language and background 
knowledge affect overall comprehension. Mr. Henderson's 
knowledge of kWak'Wala, i.e. his communicative competence, 
was sufficient to decode all aspects of "Kwakiutl Tales -
New Series." His ability to decode the other two texts, 
however, was limited by differences in language and 
background knowledge. The source or cause of these 
differences, however, is a topic for further analysis. Two 
areas for additional enquiry suggested in this work are 
dialect and cultural knowledge differences. 

I~ 
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Appendix 1: Boas orthography 1940+ Appendix 2: Boas Orthography 1900-1940 

wilson Boas wilson Boas 

.. a .. a 
I e e I .. e ;; 

U U 0 6 U U 0 6 

a e a 
0 8 0 8 .. " II: .. Ii II: 't 11 ,.. 

wilson Boas Wilson Boas Wilson Boas Wilson Boas 

b b d d b b d d 
p p t t p p t t 
P pi ( tl P pi ( tl 
m m n n m n n 

m e:.., n "'n m e:.., n "'n 
d Z dz 9 g. 

d Z dz c t. k k· 
c t .. c! t,,1 " k·1 
c! t .. 1 • s x x· .. y y 
y y r. "'y 
r. &y 

9 g. s'" gw gU- s'" gw gU- gI1 

k k· kW kw kU kW kw kU kI1 

" k·1 k ..... klw kl u k ..... klw kl u kll1 
x· >I'" ... ,p >I'" ... ,p ¥Ii X 

w w w w 
W "'w W "'w 

§ fiI 
§ fiI §W filw ~ 'I 'I 
'I 'I qW qw <r' q 'II 
q 'II qw qlw qlU II x 
II • lfW - >t!-'" §W S'w ~ fil8 g.w g.u g.8 6w 6u 68 

qW qw <r' '18 

'" to qw qlw qlU '118 
~ L lfW - >t!-'" x8 
M LI 
1 1 '" to r 
r &1 ~ L 

+ + M LI 
1 1 

h h r &1 
? + + 

h h 
Boas does not write word initial glottal stop Ii"' . .. I. He ? "' also does not write glottal stop between two vowels IW/· 
For example: The symbols I X g. 6 r I I are used infrequently. Boas 

Wilson Boas does not write glottal stop in word initial position nor 
7a 7 an XX'n eyebrows between vowels. Both occurrences are predictable. 
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